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Abstract
Non-classical crystallization, where crystals grow by the building blocks of nanopar‐
ticles, has become a significant issue not only in solution but also in the gas phase
synthesis such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Recently, non-classical crystalli‐
zation was observed in solution in-situ by transmission electron microscope (TEM)
using a liquid cell technique. In various CVD processes, the generation of charged
nanoparticles (CNPs) in the gas phase has been persistently reported. Many evidences
supporting these CNPs to be the building blocks of thin films and nanostructures
were  reported.  According  to  non-classical  crystallization,  many  thin  films  and
nanostructures which had been believed to grow by individual atoms or molecules
turned out to grow by the building blocks of CNPs. The purpose of this paper is to
review the development and the main results of non-classical crystallization in the
CVD process. The concept of non-classical crystallization is briefly described. Further,
it  will  be shown that the puzzling phenomenon of simultaneous diamond deposi‐
tion and graphite etching, which violates the second law of thermodynamics when
approached  by  classical  crystallization,  can  be  approached  successfully  by  non-
classical  crystallization.  Then, various aspects of non-classical  crystallization in the
growth of thin films and nanostructures by CVD will be described.
Keywords: chemical vapor deposition, non-classical crystallization, thin films,
charged nanoparticles, gas phase nucleation
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1. Introduction
The theory of classical crystal growth was established based on the concept that the building
block of crystals should be individual ions, atoms, or molecules. However, there have been some
experimental results, which cannot be properly explained by this classical mechanism. Rather
such experimental results strongly imply that crystals should grow by the building blocks of
nanoparticles,  whose  way of  crystal  growth is  called  ‘non-classical  crystallization’ [1–5].
Recently, non-classical crystallization was confirmed by in-situ transmission electron micro‐
scope (TEM) observations.  Although non-classical  crystallization is  a  relatively new and
revolutionary concept in crystal growth, it has now become so established that a few related
books have been published and its tutorial and technical sessions had been included respec‐
tively in the spring meetings of Materials Research Society (MRS) and European Materials
Research Society (EMRS) in 2014. With the establishment of non-classical crystallization, many
crystals that were believed to grow by atomic, molecular, or ionic entities turn out to grow
actually by nanoparticles.
Non-classical crystallization can be applied to crystal growth not only in solution but also in
the gas phase synthesis of thin films and nanostructures by chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
and physical vapor deposition (PVD). Hwang et al. [6–10] extensively studied non-classical
crystallization in the CVD process, publishing more than 80 SCI papers. They suggested that
the electric charge carried by the nanoparticles played a critical role, by which the growth of
thin films and nanostructures by the building blocks of nanoparticles is made possible. This is
why they called this new growth mechanism in the gas phase synthesis ‘theory of charged
nanoparticles (TCN)’. According to this theory, charged nanoparticles (CNPs), which are
spontaneously generated in the gas phase in most CVD processes, contribute to the growth of
thin films and nanostructures. If nanoparticles are neutral, they undergo random Brownian
coagulation, producing a very porous structure. If nanoparticles are charged, however, they
deposit as dense films without voids. This is because CNPs undergo self-assembly and are
liquid-like, resulting in epitaxial recrystallization.
There seem to be two reasons why this new growth mechanism has been unknown. The first
reason would be that CNPs are invisible because their size is much smaller than the wavelength
of visible light. The second reason would be that it is difficult to believe that CNPs can be the
building blocks for the evolution of dense films and nanostructures. The generation of CNPs
in the gas phase was experimentally confirmed in many CVD processes synthesizing such as
diamond [11, 12], ZrO2 [13], Si [14], carbon nanotubes [15, 16], ZnO nanowires [17], and silicon
nanowires [18]. The critical reason why these CNPs can be the building blocks of thin films
and nanostructures is that the charge weakens the bond strength and makes nanoparticles
liquid-like.
TCN was first suggested to explain the paradoxical experimental observation of simultaneous
deposition of less stable diamond and etching of stable graphite. This phenomenon violates
the second law of thermodynamics if approached by the classical concept of crystal growth by
an atomic unit.
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2. Non-classical crystallization
2.1. Theory of charged nanoparticles in CVD
Thin film growth by CVD is explained in text books as follows. Atoms or molecules are formed
on the growing surface or in the gas phase as a result of chemical reactions of reactant gases.
Those atoms or molecules are then adsorbed on a terrace, diffused to a ledge and become
incorporated in the crystal lattice at the kink, which is called the terrace, ledge, and kink (TLK)
model [19, 20]. This mechanism is called ‘classical crystal growth mechanism’. Normally, a
ledge of monoatomic height is regarded as a kink because the ledge is disordered or rough,
consisting of lots of kinks. An atom on the terrace, which is called an adatom, has excess broken
bonds but an atom at the kink has no excess broken bond. For this reason, a reversible transfer
of atoms occurs only at kinks during condensation or evaporation. In other words, the
interaction of atoms or molecules with the terrace is repulsive; however, their interaction with
the kink is attractive. Because of this difference between the terrace and kink, atoms are only
accommodated at the kink, which results in self-assembly of atoms or molecules. If the atomic
interaction with the terrace should be attractive as well, there would be no atomic self-
assembly, resulting in random packing of atoms and the growing film would become amor‐
phous.
In this paradigm of thin film growth, the maximum supersaturation, which would define the
maximum growth rate, would be the one which triggers the onset of gas-phase nucleation.
However, according to Hwang et al. [9, 10], the supersaturation that triggers the gas-phase
nucleation turns out to be so low that the film growth rate without gas-phase nucleation is
negligibly low and such processing conditions would be hardly adopted in the thin film
industry. In other words, under the process conditions of commercially available thin films,
the gas-phase nucleation occurs in general. This means that thin films are growing inevitably
under the condition of gas-phase nucleation in most CVD and PVD processes.
It was believed that the gas-phase nucleation would be harmful to the thin film growth. Gas
phase-generated nanoparticles may cause killer defects, resulting in device failure, due to small
feature sizes, which decrease to <100 nm [21]. However, Hwang and Lee [10] suggested that
the deposition behavior of gas phase-generated nanoparticles differs drastically depending on
whether they are electrically charged or not. Neutral nanoparticles produce a porous skeletal
structure, usually degrading the property of films. However, CNPs tend to be liquid-like and
tend to deposit epitaxially, leaving no voids behind, producing dense films. The film micro‐
structures evolved by the deposition of liquid-like CNPs would be difficult to distinguish from
those by the deposition of individual atoms or molecules.
Therefore, in order to grow a high quality film at a high deposition rate, it would be necessary
to utilize the generation of CNPs in the gas phase. In accordance with this new understanding,
Yoshida et al. [22] could grow high Tc superconducting (YBa2Cu3O7-x) films epitaxially at a rate
as high as 16 nm/s by supplying YBa2Cu3O7-x particles using the plasma flash evaporation
method. Cabarrocas [23, 24], Vladimirov and Ostrikov [25], and Nunomura et al. [26] also
utilize the incorporation of gas phase-nucleated nanoparticles in the plasma-enhanced CVD
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(PECVD) process. During the deposition of silicon by PECVD, Cabarrocas [23, 24] deposited
polymorphous films, where gas phase-generated crystalline silicon nanoparticles are incor‐
porated into the films. Polymorphous films have better stability and electrical properties than
amorphous films.
Crystal growth mechanism by the building blocks of nanoparticles has a long history. For
example, more than 40 years ago, Glasner et al. [27–30] suggested that nanometer-sized nuclei
were generated in the solution with Pb2+ during the growth of KBr and KCl. They confirmed
that the crystal was grown by self-assembly of the block nuclei in the solution. The crystallinity
increased with decreasing size of nuclei. Sunagawa [31, 32], made a similar suggestion that the
growth unit of synthetic diamond is not an atom but a much larger unit. These suggestions
were not accepted in the crystal growth community largely because the experimental tools
were not available at that time to confirm the generation of nanoparticles in solution or in the
gas phase. Besides, it was believed that crystal growth by the building blocks of nanoparticles
would produce aggregates of nanoparticles instead of dense structures. For example, Glasner
et al. [27–30]’s suggestion was doubted and criticized [33] and has been neglected in the crystal
growth community.
Such a way of crystal growth by the building blocks of nanoparticles is now well-established
and called ‘non-classical crystallization’ [34, 35]. Figure 1 compares crystalline pathways
between classical and non-classical crystallization. The building blocks of classical crystalli‐
zation are atoms, ions, or molecules, which form nanoparticles (Figure 1(a)) [35]. As described
in the classical nucleation theory, these nanoparticles may grow or shrink by the relative
magnitude of surface and bulk energies. If nanoparticles reach the size of the critical nucleus,
they can continue to grow into macro crystals by the attachment of an individual atom or
molecule.
Figure 1. Schematic representation of classical and non-classical crystallization. (a) Classical crystallization. (b) orient‐
ed attachment of primary nanoparticles. (c) mesocrystal formation via self-assembly of primary nanoparticles covered
with organics. Reprinted with permission from [35]. Copyright 2006 Elsevier.
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Figure 1(b) shows the main course of non-classical crystallization, where an iso-oriented
crystal grows by oriented attachment of primary nanoparticles, which can form a single crystal
upon fusion of the nanoparticles. If the nanoparticles are covered by some organic components,
they can form a mesocrystal by mesoscale assembly (path (c)). Cölfen and Antonietti [36]
studied a mesocrystal as a superstructure of crystalline nanoparticles with external crystal
faces on the scale of hundreds nanometers to micrometers. They also studied that the meso‐
crystal intermediates can lead to the synthesis of single crystals with included organic
additives. During the synthesis process of single crystals, highly oriented nanoparticle-based
intermediates could be observed as shown in Figure 1(c). If these mesocrystal intermediates
are heated at sufficiently high temperature, they can fuse into a single crystal.
Figure 2. TEM images of the initial nucleation and growth of Pt3Fe nanowires in the molecular precursor solution. Re‐
printed with permission from [37]. Copyright 2012 Elsevier.
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Figure 1(c) shows that the mesocrystal intermediates clearly reveal the kinetic path of crystal‐
lization. Therefore, the mesocrystal intermediates have an important role in revealing the
mechanism of non-classical crystallization. However, when the kinetics follows the path of
Figure 1(b), it would be difficult to distinguish from a final morphology of the crystal whether
it had grown by an individual atom or nanoparticle. This is why crystal growth by nanopar‐
ticles had a great resistance in the crystal growth community in the early years.
Recently, crystal growth by nanoparticles in solution could be directly observed by TEM using
a liquid cell [37, 38], which provided direction evidences for non-classical crystallization. Liao
et al. [37] show detailed real-time imaging to show how Pt3Fe nano-rods grow by nanoparticles
in solution using a silicon nitride liquid cell for in situ TEM observation.
Figure 2 shows images listing the growth process of a twisted Pt3Fe nanowire. In the initial
stage of growth, many small nanoparticles are formed when the Pt and Fe precursors are
reduced by electron beam illumination. Some of them grow by monomer attachment and
others undergo coalescence. The nanoparticles were combined by coalescence and then relaxed
into nanoparticles. Finally, the average size of these nanoparticles reached 5.3 ± 0.9 nm.
In the second stage, nanoparticles interact with each other to form nanoparticle chains. The
nanoparticle chain is formed by shape-directed nanoparticle attachment with successive
structural relaxation into straight Pt3Fe nano-rods and reorientation, revealing critical mech‐
anisms of the growth into nano-rods from nanoparticle building blocks. Therefore, even when
nanoparticles attach without orientation, single-crystalline nano-rods are formed eventually.
In the first stage of growth, nanoparticles meet each other, and form dimer. But if the dimer
meets another nanoparticle, unlike the first stage of growth, the dimer does not coalesce into
a sphere but forms a trimer by connecting the particle to the dimer end. The additional end-
to-end attachments generate a nanoparticle chain.
By in situ TEM observation using graphene liquid cells, Yuk et al. [38] carried out direct atomic-
resolution imaging to show how Pt crystals grow in solution. The microscope is operated at
80 kV with a beam intensity of 103 to 104 A/m2 maintained during nanocrystal growth. Upon
locating a liquid pocket on the TEM grid, the beam intensity is optimized, which reduces the
Pt precursor and initiates nanocrystal growth [39]. The use of graphene liquid cells made it
possible to discern colloidal Pt nanoparticles with radii as small as 0.1 nm and to track their
motion, which was not possible by previous cells with silicon nitride windows [39].
Figure 3 shows the TEM images of the nanocrystals which are connected by a neck at the initial
stage of coalescence. Neck growth occurs simultaneously with decreasing length (l) and
thickness (t), which means that the atoms migrate to the neck region by surface diffusion [40].
After coalescence, the nanocrystal structure gradually reorganizes, evolving truncated
surfaces.
Figure 3 shows the detailed process how crystalline growth occurs by the building blocks of
nanocrystals. Yuk et al. [38] mentioned in the supporting information that all images were
collected under ambient conditions at 23°C. It should be noted that such enhanced kinetics
of liquid-like coalescence at such a low temperature can never be expected from neutral
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nanocrystals. Although the authors did not mention the role of charge, it should be noted
that charging is unavoidable during TEM observation.
According to Hwang and Lee [10], the role of charge is critical in non-classical crystallization
since it makes CNPs liquid-like. The liquid-like property of CNPs was deduced by Hwang et
al. from the experimental observation that dense films are evolved by the deposition of CNPs.
Considering that CNPs are liquid-like, it is expected that the bond strength should be weak‐
ened by the presence of charge. To check this possibility, we made an extensive literature
survey and found the paper by Clare et al. [41], who studied the effect of charge on the bond
strength in hydrogenated amorphous silicon. The main result of this paper and its implications
are summarized in the following section.
Figure 3. Pt nanocrystal dynamics of coalescence. l, t, and n in the figure represent respectively the length along the
center-to-center direction, the thickness in vertical direction to the length and the neck diameter. Reprinted with per‐
mission from [38]. Copyright 2012 Elsevier.
2.2. Effect of charge on the bond strength
The effect of a single negative or positive charge on the strength of silicon-silicon and silicon-
hydrogen bonds in the molecules SiH4 and Si2H2 was calculated by ab initio calculations. To
determine the difference in the energy to break a single Si-H bond in SiH4, SiH4+ and SiH4−
calculations were done on six species: SiH3, SiH4, SiH3−, SiH4−, SiH3+, and SiH4+ and the required
energies were determined by comparing the bond strength of each species. Similar calculations
were done with the species Si2H6, Si2H5, Si2H6−, Si2H5−, Si2H6+, and Si2H5+ to observe the effect
of a lower charge/size ratio and to examine the effect of charge on the Si-Si bond energy. The
results of ab initio calculations are shown in Table 1.
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When the atoms are embedded in a lattice, they will not be free to attain geometries resembling
the optimized ion geometry, although they will be able to relax to some degree. Thus, the actual
effects of charge on bond strength in hydrogenated amorphous silicon will be between those
indicated by the unoptimized (adiabatic) and optimized (vertical) rows of Table 1. They are
likely to be closer to those for the unoptimized rows.
Both positive and negative charges drastically weaken the bond strength of Si-Si and Si-H. The
bond strength of Si-Si is weakened from 3.2 eV to 1.11 eV when Si2H6 is negatively charged. It
is weakened to 1.6 eV when Si2H6 is positively charged. The bond strength of Si-H is weakened
drastically from 3.9 eV to 0.98 eV when SiH4 is negatively charged. It is weakened to 0.3 eV
when SiH4 is positively charged.
Compound Si–H (eV) Si–Si (eV)
SiH4 (optimized) 3.9 —
SiH4– (optimized) 0.98 —
SiH4+ (optimized) 0.30 —
Si2H6 (optimized) 3.5 3.2
Si2H6– (optimized) 1.02 1.11
Si2H6+ (optimized) 1.59 1.6
SiH6– (unoptimized) 1.35 —
SiH4– (unoptimized) 0.09 —
Si2H6– (unoptimized) 1.34 1.3
Si2H6+ (unoptimized) 1.49 1.6
Table 1. Calculated bond strengths of Si-H and Si-Si. Reprinted with permission from [41]. Copyright 1993 Elsevier.
The effect of charge on the bond strength can be explained by a bond order in the molecular
orbital theory. A bond order, which represents the strength or stability of bond, is the number
of bonding electron pairs shared by two atoms in a molecule. A bond order is defined as half
the difference between the number of bonding electrons and the number of antibonding
electrons as expressed by the following equation,
#         #     Bond order   2
of bonding electrons of antibonding electrons-= (1)
If a nanoparticle is charged negatively, electrons are added to the antibonding orbital. If a
nanoparticle is charged positively, electrons are removed from the bonding orbital. Therefore,
both positive and negative charges would decrease the bond order and thereby weaken the
bond strength.
Weakening of bond strength by charge has very important implications because it means that
diffusion or kinetics is enhanced. The new concept of charge-induced weakening of bond
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strength can explain the liquid-like property of CNPs, which was suggested by Hwang et al.
[10]. This concept can also explain the rapid kinetics of coalescence in Figures 2 and 3. The
concept of charge-enhanced kinetics can explain the enhanced chemical reactions of reactant
gases even at low temperature in the PECVD process. It also explains the deposition of
crystalline films at low temperature.
Moreover, there are many processes where ion or electron beams are used to enhance the
kinetics at low temperature. For example, high quality films can be grown at low temperature
by ion-beam-assisted deposition (IBAD) in the sputtering or evaporation processes. Also, there
is a process called gas-mediated electron or ion-beam-induced deposition and etching, where
beams of electrons and ions are used to modify a surface locally at micron and submicron
dimensions or fabricating in three dimensions [42–44]. In all these processes, the enhanced
kinetics is not clearly understood, vaguely explained by the bombarding energy of ions or
electrons. However, it is highly probable that the enhanced kinetics should come from
weakening of the bond strength by charge. Moreover, the effect of charge on weakening the
bond strength and thereby enhancing the kinetics seems to be very general, even related with
the catalytic effect and the enzyme activity in biology.
Zheng et al. [45] observed the superplastic deformation behavior of nanoscale amorphous
silica near room temperature using in situ experiments inside a TEM with low beam intensities
without obvious rise in sample temperature. They called the phenomenon electron-assisted
superplasticity. After imaging for the positioning of the sample and the diamond flat punch,
the beam was blocked with the condenser lens aperture, and the silica particle was com‐
pressed with the Hysitron Pico-indenter [46, 47]. The particle is plastically deformed because
of the e-beam irradiation it had experienced during the imaging. After ∼40% compression
[46], where the contact pressure is estimated to be 9.2 GPa, the beam was brought on the
sample to image the particle. On unloading, the total plastic percent compression was 27%.
On compressive loading again with the beam on, surprisingly, the plastic flow of the glass
was continuous and smooth, with no sign of shear banding or cracking. Much easier flow
was observed with the ensuing beam-on deformation in a second set of in situ experi‐
ments, resulting in a pancake shape. Although the contact area kept increasing, the forces
required to deform were at levels considerably lower than those in the beam-off condition.
This phenomenon of electron-assisted superplasticity might also be explained by weaken‐
ing of bond strength by charge.
3. Non classical crystallization in diamond deposition at low pressure
The concept that thin films grow by the building blocks of CNPs was first suggested in the low
pressure synthesis of diamonds by Hwang et al. [7]. In this section, it will be briefly reviewed
how the TCN was developed as the growth mechanism of diamonds in its low pressure
synthesis.
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Figure 4. Thermodynamic and kinetic description of the metastable diamond formation. Reprinted with permission
from [10]. Copyright 2010 Elsevier.
Low pressure deposition of diamond was reported by pioneering scientists Derjaguin and
Fedoseev [48], Spitsyn et al. [49] in HWCVD and Matsumoto et al. [50] in PECVD. Although
its process has been studied in depth [51–54], the underlying principle has not been clearly
understood. The fundamental question is why diamond can be deposited at low pressure
whereas graphite is more stable than diamond.
This question can be explained by Figure 4 [10]. Figure 4 describes the general thermodynamic
and kinetic explanation of the case where the metastable phase can be formed more dominantly
than the stable phase The Gibbs free energy of the stable phase is lower than that of the
metastable phase. This difference in free energy determines the difference in the driving force
of formation. In other words, the driving force for the formation of the stable phase from the
unstable phase is higher than that of the metastable phase.
However, the kinetic barrier, such as a nucleation barrier, is a more important factor that
determines the tendency of the formation since the formation of the stable and the metasta‐
ble phases is a kinetically parallel process. The formation of metastable diamond at low
pressure might be explained by this concept. To check this possibility, the nucleation barrier
between graphite and diamond should be compared. The Gibbs free energy of nucleation is
composed of the driving force for precipitation and the surface energy of the nucleus. Isotropic
surface energies of diamond [55] and graphite [56] are respectively 3.7 J/m2 and 3.1 J/m2. Since
the surface energy of graphite is smaller than that of diamond and the driving force for the
precipitation of graphite from the gas phase is larger than that of diamond, the total Gibbs
free energy of diamond is higher than that of graphite in all ranges of radius as shown in
Figure 5(a). Diamond is less stable than graphite in all ranges of radius in Figure 5(a).
Considering only Figure 5(a), it appears that the formation of diamond at low pressure cannot
be approached by the concept of the metastable phase formation of Figure 4. However,
Figure 5(a) does not correctly compare the Gibbs free energy between diamond and graph‐
ite because the comparison should be made with respect to the number of atoms as shown
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in Figure 5(b) [57] instead of being made with respect to the radius. Although the surface
energy of diamond is larger than that of graphite, the molar volume of diamond (3.41 cm3/
mole) is much smaller than that of graphite (5.405 cm3/mole). Therefore, the surface energy
multiplied by the molar area for diamond (8.38 × 10−4 J) is smaller than that for graphite (9.55
× 10−4 J).
Figure 5. (a) Dependence of Gibbs free energy on the radius of diamond and graphite nanoparticle. (b) Dependence of
Gibbs free energy on the number of carbon atoms for diamond and graphite. Reprinted with permission from [57].
Copyright 1997 Elsevier.
The number of atoms at which the Gibbs free energies of diamond and graphite intersect as
shown in Figure 5(b) can be derived as,
( ) ( ) 322 33* 36 dia dia gra gradia gran s sp m ®
æ öW - Wç ÷= ç ÷Dç ÷è ø
(2)
where σdia and σgra are respectively the surface energies of diamond and graphite, Ωdia and
Ωgra respectively the atomic volumes of diamond and graphite, and Δμdia→gra the free energy
difference per atom between diamond and graphite. The reported surface energies of diamond
and graphite are 3.7 Jm−2 and 3.1 Jm−2, respectively. The chemical potential difference between
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diamond and graphite, Δμdia→gra, at 927°C is calculated to be −1.2101×10−20 J/atom. From these
values, n* for (Eq. 2) is estimated to be 351. This means that for a nucleus containing less than
351 atoms, diamond is more stable than graphite. Although the nucleation curves in
Figure 5(b), which are evaluated from the reported surface energy data of some uncertain‐
ty, have uncertainties, they definitely tell that diamond can be more stable than graphite for
a sufficiently small size. In Figure 5(b), the nucleation barrier of diamond is slightly larger
than that of graphite, indicating that graphite would nucleate more dominantly than diamond.
However, it should be noted that the difference of the nucleation barrier between diamond
and graphite is rather small. If the nucleation barrier of diamond was slightly smaller than
that of graphite, diamond synthesis at low pressure would be much easier than now and gas
activation such as hot filament and plasma would not be necessary. Oxygen-deficient burning
of any carbon-containing materials such as coals, fuels, and woods might have produced
diamonds instead of soot.
In reality, graphitic or amorphous carbon is formed without gas activation. It is known that
gas activation is essential to the low-pressure synthesis of diamond. If we assume that the role
of gas activation is to reduce the surface energy of diamond, the nucleation of diamond can be
more dominant than that of graphite. For example, if the gas activation reduces the surface
energy of diamond by 10%, n* in (Eq. 2) becomes 1784 at 927°C, and the nucleation barrier of
diamond becomes lower than that of graphite as shown in Figure 5(b).
Hwang et al. [7, 58] suggested that the essential role of gas activation is to generate an abundant
amount of electric charge rather than atomic hydrogen and that the negative charge stabilizes
diamond over graphite. They further suggested that charged diamond nanoparticles are
generated in the gas phase, becoming the building blocks of diamond films. They reached this
conclusion from the fact that the well-established experimental observation of simultaneous
diamond deposition and graphite etching violates the second law of thermodynamics if
diamond deposition occurs by individual atoms.
However, in the diamond CVD community, the ‘atomic hydrogen hypothesis’, which was
suggested by Spitsyn et al. [49], has been the most popular explanation for diamond growth
at low pressure. According to the hypothesis, atomic hydrogen, which is produced by gas
activation such as hot filament or plasma, etches graphite much faster than diamond and
therefore low-pressure synthesis of metastable diamond is possible. This hypothesis is
equivalent to saying that even though diamond is less stable than graphite, diamond can grow
dominantly over graphite in the presence of atomic hydrogen.
However, this statement violates the second law of thermodynamics because if stable graphite
etches away, less stable diamond must etch away. Although the atomic hydrogen hypothesis
has a significant drawback of violating the second law of thermodynamics as to the irreversible
transfer of carbon atoms [7], it is widely accepted in the diamond CVD community largely
because simultaneous diamond deposition and graphite etching are experimentally observed.
In other words, the experimental observation appears to violate the second law. This is a very
interesting situation. Great attention should be paid to this seeming contradiction between the
experimental observation and the second law because it is expected that if such a contradiction
is solved, a big discovery may be made.
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Let’s make a rigorous thermodynamic analysis of the simultaneous diamond deposition and
graphite etching. The criterion for the irreversible transfer of atoms between the system and
the surrounding, which corresponds to an open system in thermodynamics, is the chemical
potential. Chemical potential is defined as the partial derivative of the Gibbs free energy with
respect to the number of atoms under constant temperature and pressure [59]. The total Gibbs
free energy is decreased when atoms transfer from a phase with high chemical potential to a
phase with low chemical potential.
Since graphite is more stable than diamond at the given temperature and pressure of the CVD
process according to the phase diagram of carbon [47, 48], the chemical potential of carbon in
diamond is higher than that in graphite, which can be written as,
dia gra
c c   ,     m m> (3)
where the subscript ‘C’ and the superscripts ‘dia’ and ‘gra’ mean carbon, diamond, and
graphite, respectively. Since reversible etching and deposition are not driven by the difference
of the chemical potential and do not produce a net flux, the reversible etching and deposition
can occur simultaneously. On the other hand, irreversible etching or deposition is driven by
the chemical potential difference and produces a net flux. The irreversible etching and
deposition cannot occur simultaneously.
The experimental observation of simultaneous diamond deposition and graphite etching
indicates that the chemical potential of carbon in diamond is lower than that in gas and that
the chemical potential of carbon in graphite is higher than that in gas. The irreversible graphite
etching can be written as
gra gas
c c  ,m m> (4)
where the superscript ‘gas’ represents the gas phase. Similarly, the irreversible diamond
deposition can be written as
gas dia
c c m m> (5)
In this paper, etching and deposition refer to the irreversible process and from now on, those
words will be used without the adjective ‘irreversible’. The simultaneous diamond deposition
and graphite etching indicate that Eqs. (4) and (5) should be simultaneously satisfied and can
be written as
gra gas dia
c c c    ,   m m m> > (6)
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Therefore, the chemical potential of carbon in graphite is larger than that in diamond, which
is identical to saying that diamond is more stable than graphite. This contradicts with Eq. (3).
Therefore, it is quite evident that the simultaneous diamond deposition and graphite etching
or the atomic hydrogen hypothesis violates the second law of thermodynamics.
The contradiction becomes more evident if chemical potentials of carbon for different phases
are represented in diagrams as shown in Figure 6. Figure 6 compares chemical potentials of
carbon for graphite, diamond, and gas based on the carbon phase diagram (Figure 6(a)) and
the atomic hydrogen hypothesis or the experimental observation of simultaneous diamond
deposition and graphite etching (Figure 6(b)).
In the interpretation of this paradoxical observation by the atomic hydrogen hypothesis, it is
implicitly assumed that the unbalanced etching rate between graphite and diamond can
change the stability between graphite and diamond. This hypothesis neglects the fact that
thermodynamic stability is not affected by kinetics. It should be noted that the thermodynamic
stability determined by the Gibbs free energy is a state function, which depends only on the
initial and final states, not on the kinetic path.
Figure 6. (a) Chemical potentials of carbon for different phases and the direction of carbon atoms indicated by the car‐
bon phase diagram and (b) those indicated by simultaneous diamond deposition and graphite etching based on the
assumption that the building block should be an individual atom. Reprinted with permission from [10]. Copyright
2010 Elsevier.
Since the second law of thermodynamics cannot be violated, there must be some logical error
in interpreting the experimental observation of simultaneous diamond deposition and
graphite etching. What would be the logical error? One thing that should be noted is that
etching of diamond and graphite occurs under the condition where the concentration of CH4
is high enough to deposit both phases. In order to understand this situation, let’s consider the
phase diagram of the C-H system as shown in Figure 7 [6].
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Figure 7. Phase diagram of the C–H system under 2700 Pa. The graphite and diamond lines indicate the maximum
solubility of carbon in the gas phase. Reprinted with permission from [6]. Copyright 1996 Elsevier.
The vertical dashed line is for the composition of 1% CH4-99% H2, which is typically used in
the gas-activated diamond CVD process. At the substrate temperature around 1200 K (927 °C),
the vertical line is inside the two-phase region of gas + solid, which means that both diamond
and graphite have a driving force for precipitation. This prediction is opposite to the experi‐
mental observation of graphite etching. This disagreement between the phase diagram and
the experimental observation comes from the implicit assumption that the gas-phase nuclea‐
tion does not take place. If gas-phase nucleation takes place, the equilibrium carbon content
in the gas phase follows the solubility line in Figure 7. If diamond nucleates in the gas phase,
the carbon content in the gas phase would be the solubility line for diamond. If graphite
nucleates in the gas phase, the carbon content in the gas phase would be the solubility line for
graphite. Carbon solubility in graphite is lower than that in diamond because graphite is more
stable than diamond. This solubility tends to be minimum at ∼1300 K and increases with
decreasing temperature; it has a retrograde solubility. If diamond or graphite nucleates in the
gas phase, carbon in the gas phase would be depleted. When this carbon-depleted gas
approaches the substrate, at the temperature of which equilibrium carbon solubility is much
higher, etching occurs for both diamond and graphite.
Therefore, the experimental observation of graphite etching indicates that the gas-phase
nucleation of diamond or graphite occurred. Besides, in order to explain the experimental
observation of simultaneous diamond deposition and graphite etching without violating the
second law of thermodynamics, the nuclei should have a diamond structure and at the same
time those diamond nuclei should be the building blocks of the growing diamond. According
to this scenario, both diamond and graphite are etched away by the atomic unit but diamond
deposition occurs by the building block of gas phase-nucleated nanoparticles. This scenario is
free from the thermodynamic paradox. Therefore, the puzzling phenomenon of simultaneous
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diamond deposition and graphite etching provides strong evidence that diamond deposition
should occur by the building blocks of gas phase-nucleated nanoparticles.
To check this scenario, the gas-phase nucleation in the diamond CVD system must be exper‐
imentally confirmed. To confirm the existence of CNPs generated in the gas phase, Jeon et al.
[11] attached an energy analyzer combined with a Wien filter to the diamond hot filament CVD
(HFCVD) reactor. Since the processing pressure in diamond HFCVD is higher than the
required pressure for Wien filter measurements, differential pumping was done through an
orifice (1.2 mmØ) and a skimmer (2 mmØ) between the measuring chamber and the CVD
reactor. By such a system, they could measure the size distribution of negatively charged
carbon nanoparticles in the gas phase shown in Figure 8 [11]. The processing condition of
measurement was a gas mixture of 1.5% CH4−98.5% H2, a reactor pressure of 800 Pa, and a
wire temperature of 2100°C. The peak occurred at ∼3000 atomic mass units, which corresponds
to ∼250 carbon atoms. Based on the negative current measured on the Faraday cup, they
estimated the number density of negatively charged nuclei as ∼106 mm−3.
Figure 9 shows the paradox-free direction of carbon flux before and after gas-phase nucleation
[10]. Before gas-phase nucleation, the gas phase is supersaturated and the driving force is for
the deposition of both diamond and graphite (Figure 9(a)). On the other hand, after gas-phase
nucleation, the gas phase is undersaturated and the driving force is for etching of both diamond
and graphite (Figure 9(b)). After gas-phase nucleation, however, the gas phase is undersatu‐
rated and has the driving force for etching of both diamond and graphite (Figure 9(b)). Since
both diamond and graphite are etched away by the atomic unit under such conditions, the
atomic contribution to diamond growth is negative. Nevertheless, diamond crystals grow
under such conditions. This means that the growing diamond is contributed 100% by the
building blocks of gas-phase nucleated diamond nanoparticles, whereas the diamond film
Figure 8. Mass distribution of negatively charged carbon nanoparticles generated in the HWCVD reactor. Reprinted
with permission from [11]. Copyright 2000 Elsevier.
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deposited on the substrate is being etched atomically. In order for diamond films to grow by
the building blocks of CNPs, it must be assumed that CNPs should undergo self-assembly and
epitaxial recrystallization. And in order to undergo epitaxial recrystallization, CNPs should
be liquid-like. This liquid-like property would come from the weakening of bond strength by
charge as explained in the previous section.
Figure 9. The chemical potentials diagram of carbon in the diamond, graphite, and gas phases before and after gas-
phase nucleation. Reprinted with permission from [10]. Copyright 2010 Elsevier.
On the other hand, there is another puzzling phenomenon in the diamond CVD process: under
the same deposition condition where diamond films grow on a silicon substrate, highly porous
skeletal graphitic soot particles grow on an iron substrate and carbon nanotubes grow on a
palladium substrate as shown in Figure 10 [7, 61]. These results imply that the deposition
mechanisms of diamond, soot, and carbon nanotubes should be closely related to one another.
From the previous analysis based on Figures 4–9, we know that diamond nucleates in the gas
phase. Besides, Figure 8 confirms that these nuclei are negatively charged. If this knowledge
is combined with Figure 10, negatively charged diamond nuclei deposit as a diamond film,
soot, and carbon nanotubes respectively on silicon, iron and palladium substrates. Since
etching takes place atomically, the building blocks of the diamond film, soot, and carbon
nanotubes must be negatively charged nanoparticles. In relation with this effect of the
substrate, Huh et al. [61] studied the correlation between the deposition behavior and the
charge transfer rate of the substrate and found out that there exists an almost perfect correlation
that the substrate with a low charge transfer rate produces diamond whereas the substrate
with a high charge transfer rate produces soot or carbon nanotubes.
According to Hwang et al. [7], when negatively charged diamond nuclei approach the silicon
substrate which has a low charge transfer rate, they maintain a diamond phase and undergo
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self-assembly like nano-colloids and epitaxial recrystallization, producing the diamond film
as shown in Figure 10(a). However, when they approach the iron substrate, which has a high
charge transfer rate, they lose charge to the iron substrate just before landing and transform
to graphite. And the neutral graphite nanoparticles make random Brownian aggregations and
produce porous skeletal soot on the iron substrate as shown in Figure 10(b). In this scenario,
the stability of diamond comes from charge. In other words, when carbon nanoparticles are
charged, they have a diamond structure; otherwise, they have a graphite structure. In order
to confirm the effect of charge on the stability of diamond, Hwang et al. [7] compared the
deposition behavior between floating and grounded iron substrates after 2 hours of deposition.
On the grounded iron substrate, soot particles continued to grow. On the floating iron
substrate, however, diamond crystals were grown on the initially formed soot particles.
TEM observation of the soot particles by Huh et al. [61] revealed that iron nanoparticles are
trapped inside each soot particle. In other words, each soot particle encloses an iron nanopar‐
ticle three dimensionally like an onion. If iron nanoparticles are not enclosed three dimen‐
sionally by carbon, it might be possible that carbon nanotubes grow. From the fact that carbon
nanotubes are evolved on the palladium substrate as shown in Figure 10(c), an insight can be
drawn as to the growth mechanism of carbon nanotubes [62]. One possible driving force for
the growth of one-dimensional carbon would be the reduction of the electrostatic energy. This
possibility is supported by the bias effect on the growth of carbon nanotubes reported by Lee
and Hwang [63]. They found out that carbon nanotubes grow only when the substrate is
positively biased in the hot filament CVD process using a high methane concentration of 20%
CH4−80% H2. This possibility is further supported by the experimental observation that one-
dimensional carbon such as carbon nanotubes or carbon fibers grow when the catalytic metal
nanoparticles are placed on the insulating substrate such as glass, but do not grow when they
are placed on the conducting substrate [64].
Figure 10. (a) Diamond, (b) soot, and (c) carbon nanotubes grown respectively on Si, Fe, and Pd substrates. Reprinted
with permission from [7, 61]. Copyright 1996 Elsevier.
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4. Deposition behavior and analysis of non-classical crystallization in the
CVD process
4.1. Comparison of deposition behavior between floating and grounded substrates in the
silicon CVD process
The generation of CNPs in the gas phase was experimentally confirmed using a differential
mobility analyzer (DMA) in many CVD systems [16, 17, 65]. Hwang et al. [9, 10] suggested
that these CNPs are the building blocks of thin films and nanostructures in most CVD
processes. Experimental confirmation of CNPs in the gas phase is not sufficient to say that they
are the building blocks. However, the Si-Cl-H system has retrograde solubility like the C-H
system [66]. Besides, in the CVD of the Si-Cl-H system, a paradoxical phenomenon of simul‐
taneous deposition and etching of silicon was reported [67]. This phenomenon also violates
the second law of thermodynamics if the silicon film grows by individual atoms. In order to
avoid the violation, the charged silicon nuclei formed in the gas phase should be the building
blocks of growing silicon films [9, 10].
Figure 11. FESEM images: (a) low-magnification and (b) high-magnification images of a floating silicon substrate and
(c) low-magnification and (d) high-magnification images of a grounded silicon substrate at a N2 flow rate of 500 sccm.
Reprinted with permission from [64]. Copyright 2014 Elsevier.
In order to show CNPs to be building blocks of thin films or nanostructures in a silicon CVD
process, Youn et al. [64] compared the deposition behavior between floating and grounded
silicon substrates. Charge build-up would be maximized on the floating substrate and
minimized on the grounded substrate. The result is shown in Figure 11.
Figure 11(a) and (b) shows respectively low- and high-magnification FESEM images of the
surface microstructure of the floating substrate after deposition for 2 hours. The substrate
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temperature is 900°C and the gas flow rates are 5 sccm 10% SiH4−90% He, 50 sccm H2, and 500
sccm N2. Figure 11(c) and (d) shows respectively low- and high-magnification FESEM images
of the surface microstructure of the grounded substrate with the deposition conditions being
the same as those of Figure 11(a) and (b). Silicon nanowires grew extensively on the floating
substrate as shown in Figure 11(a) and (b), whereas no silicon nanowire grew but only silicon
nanoparticles were deposited on the grounded substrate as shown in Figure 11(c) and (d).
Diameters of the nanowires in Figure 11(b) are about 10–30 nm. In Figure 11(b), without
catalytic metals or seeds of silicon oxide, silicon nanowires were grown on the substrate.
Neither vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) [68] nor oxide-assisted growth (OAG) [69] mechanism can
explain this deposition behavior.
Floating and grounding of the substrate are the only differences in the processing condition
between Figure 11(b) and (d). Therefore, charge build-up would be the only difference
between Figure 11(b) and (d). Considering this, the growth of silicon nanowires would be
attributed to the charge build-up. In other words, the electrostatic interaction between the
CNPs and the substrate is responsible for the growth of the silicon nanowires.
Figure 12. FESEM images for (a) plane view and (b) cross section of films deposited on a floating silicon substrate and
(c) plane view and (d) cross section of films deposited on a grounded silicon substrate at a N2 flow rate of 1000 sccm.
Reprinted with permission from [64]. Copyright 2014 Elsevier.
When the N2 flow rate was increased from 500 sccm to 1000 sccm, films instead of nano‐
wires were grown as shown in Figure 12. Figure 12(a) and (b) shows respectively FESEM
images of the surface and the cross section of a film deposited on a floating silicon sub‐
strate. Figure 12(c) and (d) shows those deposited on a grounded substrate. The deposition
condition was the same as that of Figure 11 except the gas flow rate of N2. The film on the
grounded substrate in Figure 12(c) and (d) was much more porous than that on the float‐
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ing substrate in Figure 12(a) and (b). Therefore, quite different microstructures are evolved
between the floating and grounded substrates, indicating that the dense film in Figure 12(a)
and (b) resulted from the electrostatic interaction between the CNPs and the growing surface.
The film thicknesses of Figure 12(b) and (d) were respectively ∼220 and ∼190 nm, indicat‐
ing that the growth rate of the film on the floating substrate was higher than that on the
grounded substrate. Besides, the film in Figure 12(b) is much denser than that in Fig‐
ure 12(d). Therefore, the mass increase on the floating substrate in Figure 12(b) is much higher
than that on the grounded substrate in Figure 12(d). This study also indicates that the
deposition behavior of charged silicon nanoparticles differs dramatically between floating
and grounded substrates due to the difference in the accumulation of charge between floating
and grounded substrates. These results imply that charge plays a critical role in the evolu‐
tion of dense films and smooth nanowires.
4.2. Comparison of deposition behavior between conducting and non-conducting surfaces
The concept of non-classical crystallization during PECVD was suggested by Cabarrocas et al.
[23, 24, 70]. They reported that silicon nanoparticles formed in the gas phase during the PECVD
process are incorporated into a polymorphous structure. They also suggested that high-quality
films can be deposited at a high growth rate by incorporating those nanoparticles. In order to
confirm whether nanoparticles, which are generated in the gas phase, should be charged or
not, Cabarrocas et al. [70] examined the deposition behavior on 5×5 cm2 glass substrates
partially coated with Cr. They also compared the deposition behavior between the glass
substrates with and without hydrogen plasma pretreatment as shown in Figure 13.
In the case of the glass substrate without any plasma treatment, no film was deposited on the
uncoated part as shown in the right of Figure 13. In both cases of left and right in Figure 13,
film deposition took place only on the Cr-coated part, which is a kind of selective deposi‐
tion. On the other hand, for the glass substrate exposed to hydrogen plasma, the entire surface
of the substrate was deposited as shown in the left of Figure 13. These results strongly support
their hypothesis that the building blocks of the deposition are charged.
Figure 13. Image of two deposition behavior on partly Cr-coated glass substrates with a hydrogen plasma pretreat‐
ment (left) and without plasma pretreatment (right). Reprinted with permission from [70]. Copyright 2008 Elsevier.
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4.3. Effect of flow rate on the deposition behavior in the silicon CVD process
The effect of various parameters in the CVD process should be newly understood based on
the new paradigm of non-classical crystallization by CNPs. In this section, the effect of a carrier
gas flow rate on the deposition behavior will be examined. Youn et al. [71] varied the flow rate
of nitrogen carrier gas during atmospheric pressure silicon CVD and observed the micro‐
structure evolution of films or nanostructures as shown in Figure 14.
Figure 14(a)–(d) shows the FESEM images of the surface microstructure of films or nanostruc‐
tures synthesized on a quartz substrate respectively at nitrogen flow rates of 300, 500, 700, and
1000 sccm. At 300 sccm (Figure 14(a)), nanowires were grown with nanoparticles attached to
nanowires. At 500 sccm (Figure 14(b)), nanowires were grown extensively. At 700 sccm
(Figure 14(c)), a film was grown at first and then a porous structure evolved on the initial film.
At 1000 sccm (Figure 14(d)), a relatively dense film was grown.
Figure 14. FESEM images of silicon films and nanostructures. The various microstructures of silicon evolved on a
quartz substrate at N2 gas flow rates of (a) 300, (b) 500, (c) 700, and (d) 1000 sccm. Reprinted with permission from [71].
Copyright 2013 Elsevier.
These results indicate that the carrier gas flow rate greatly affects microstructure evolution. To
examine the effect of the carrier gas flow rate on the generation of CNPs in the gas phase, in-
situ measurements of the CNPs were made using a DMA-FCE (Faraday cup electrometer)
system under the same conditions as those of Figure 14. Figure 15(a) and (b) shows respectively
the size distribution of negatively and positively charged silicon nanoparticles at various
carrier flow rates. As the flow rate decreased, the number concentration of negative and
positive CNPs decreased but the peak of the size distribution increased. In the case of positive
CNPs in Figure 15(b), the number concentration of ∼40 nm nanoparticles at 1000 sccm of N2
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is roughly 100 times larger than that at 500 sccm. When the carrier flow rate is lower than 500
sccm, nanoparticles smaller than 20 nm were not detected.
Figure 14 shows that the amount of deposition on the substrate in terms of mass is decreased
with decreasing flow rate of the carrier gas. This aspect would be related with Figure 15, which
shows that the number concentration of CNPs generated in the gas phase is decreased with
decreasing flow rate. The study indicated that the microstructure evolution of films, nano‐
wires, and nanoparticles is closely related to the number concentration of CNPs, which is
affected by the carrier gas flow rate.
Figure 15. The number concentration and size distribution of (a) negative and (b) positive CNPs at various N2 gas flow
rates of 300, 500, 700, and 1000 sccm. Reprinted with permission from [71]. Copyright 2013 Elsevier.
Then why do the amount of the deposition and the number concentration of CNPs decrease
with decreasing flow rate? What is found is that silicon tends to deposit on the tube wall near
the inlet in the temperature zone of 600–800 °C, which is higher than the decomposition
temperature of SiH4. It is further observed that the amount of silicon deposited on the tube
wall increases with decreasing flow rate of the carrier gas. This means that the loss of silicon
on the tube wall before the hot zone at the center of the reactor is responsible for the decrease
in amount of deposit on the substrate and the number concentration of charged gas-phase
nuclei with decreasing flow rate.
With decreasing flow rate of the carrier gas, the mean residence time of the gas would be
increased in the reactor although the total amount was decreased due to the loss on the tube
wall before the hot zone. The slight increase of the particle diameter of maximum size with
decreasing flow rate as shown in Figure 15 might come from the increased mean residence
time. Therefore, the deposition on the tube wall depends on the flow rate, which can be
understood by the drag force imposed on CNPs by impinging molecules. When nanoparticles
are the building blocks of crystal growth, the drag force should be considered in understanding
the deposition behavior. Even under the condition where CNPs are generated in abundance,
they might not be able to deposit because of the drag force if the flow rate in the direction
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parallel to the substrate is high enough. In relation to the drag force, Park et al. [72] studied
the effect of the bias on the deposition behavior of ZnO nanostructures as follows.
4.4. Effect of bias on the deposition behavior of ZnO nanostructures in the CVD process
It was often found that even under the condition where CNPs are generated abundantly in the
gas phase, the deposition of films or nanostructures does not occur on the substrate in specific
locations of the CVD. Since non-deposition of films or nanostructures under the generation
condition of CNPs would be caused by the drag force, the drag force is an important factor to
be considered in the deposition of CNPs. Even when the deposition by CNPs was inhibited
by the drag force, the existence of CNPs may be revealed by applying the electrical bias to the
substrate. If the bias overcomes the drag force, CNPs that could not deposit on a substrate
should be attracted toward the substrate and the deposition occurs. Park et al. [72] confirmed
this possibility by examining the bias effect on the deposition behavior in the CVD reactor
where charged ZnO nanoparticles are generated in the gas phase.
Figure 16. Size distribution of charged ZnO nanoparticles that were generated in the gas phase during the synthesis of
ZnO nanostructures. Reprinted with permission from [72]. Copyright 2015 Elsevier.
Figure 16 shows the size distribution of ZnO CNPs measured by the DMA-FCE system. This
result indicates that the number of CNPs in gas phase of the CVD system is large enough.
However, they do not land on the substrate placed in 450 °C zone, which is rather near the
outlet, being away from the center of the reactor. Then, why don’t they land on the substrate
placed in 450 °C zone as shown in Figure 17(a)?
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One possible answer would be the drag force. The drag force is influenced by the relative
velocity of particles in the medium [73]. Considering gas flow dynamics in the reactor, the hot
gas that comes from the heated reactor zone would move upward over the colder gas in the
unheated zone because of the density difference arising from the temperature gradient. This
gas stream would exert a drag force on the nanoparticles that are generated in the hot zone so
that they would move upward over the gas of 450 °C zone. To test this possibility, the electric
bias was applied to the substrate holder.
The result is shown in Figure 17. As previously reported, charged tetrapod ZnOs as well as
charged ZnO nanoparticles are generated in the gas phase during the synthesis of ZnO
nanostructures [74]. This fact helps us understand the results of Figure 17. When +100 V was
applied to the substrate holder of stainless steel, ZnO nanoparticles of ∼10 nm were deposited
not in a little amount on the silicon substrate as shown in Figure 17(b). When the bias was
increased to +300 V, slightly larger ZnO nanoparticles of ∼40 nm were deposited in an
appreciable amount as shown in Figure 17(c). When the bias was increased even further to
+600 V, tetrapod ZnOs were deposited as shown in Figure 17(d). SEM observations at higher
magnification revealed that tetrapod-ZnOs were deposited together with smaller ZnO
nanoparticles. Figure 17(b)–(d) shows that as the bias voltage increased, the size of particles
that could be deposited increased. This bias experiment shows that the charged ZnO nano‐
particles are under the influence of the drag force and explains why CNPs measured in
Figure 16 did not land on the substrate in Figure 17(a). A drag force exerting on particles by
the gas flow is expressed as
21 / 2D DF C A vr= (7)
where FD = drag force, CD = drag coefficient, A = cross sectional area perpendicular to the flow,
ρ = density of the medium, ν = velocity of the body relative to the medium. This equation
reveals that particles with a large area have a larger drag force and thereby larger resistance
to move toward the substrate than those with a smaller area. Therefore, in order to deposit
large particles, a high bias voltage is needed because of the high drag force arising from the
upward gas stream caused by the temperature gradient. Non-deposition in Figure 17(a) can
be understood on the basis of the drag force: under zero bias voltage, ZnO particles generated
in the gas phase would just flow out with the carrier gas because the drag force inhibited the
particles from moving toward the substrate. Also, under the bias of +100 V in Figure 17(b),
small particles of ∼10 nm could be deposited, but large particles would flow out with the
carrier gas. Because the drag force for small charged particles is weak, only a small electric
force is needed to overcome the drag force of the small particles, which results in the deposition
of small charged particles on the substrate. Under the bias of +300 V in Figure 17(c), slightly
larger particles of ∼40 nm could be deposited with much larger particles being flowed out
with the carrier gas. Under the bias of +600 V in Figure 17(d), however, even larger tetrapod
particles with a leg length of ∼600 nm could be deposited on a substrate, indicating that the
electric force is high enough to overcome the drag force. The gravity of these nanosized
particles appeared to be much smaller than the electric force and could be ignored. These
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results indicated that the drag force becomes an important factor in deposition when nano‐
particles are formed in the gas phase.
Figure 17. Deposition behavior of charged ZnO particles under the positive biases of (a) 0 V, (b) +100 V, (c) +300 V, and
(d) +600 V. Reprinted with permission from [72]. Copyright 2015 Elsevier.
4.5. Effect of alternating bias on the deposition behavior of silicon in the CVD process
In the previous section, it was shown that even under the condition where CNPs are generated
in abundance, they might not contribute to deposition because of the drag force. In this case,
applying the DC bias would be effective to deposit those CNPs in the gas phase when CNPs
are somewhat conducting as shown in Figure 17. When the CNPs are insulating, however, the
positive bias would attract the negative CNPs and then negative charge would build up on
the surface. This built-up charge would diminish the effect of the positive bias and then the
positive bias would not be pronounced any more. In this case, the alternating bias would be
effective because it prevents charge build up on the growing surface.
Youn at el. [75] studied the effect of alternating bias in silicon deposition on stainless substrate
holder during thermal CVD. The bias frequency and voltage were varied. Figure 18 shows the
FESEM images of the surface morphology of silicon films deposited on the quartz substrates
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for 2 hours at reactor temperature of 900°C with gas flow rates of 5 sccm 10% SiH4−90% He,
50 sccm H2, and 1000 sccm N2. Figure 18(a)–(d) is for the zero bias and the bias voltage of ±100
V at frequencies of 0.2, 0.5, and 5 Hz, respectively. Figure 18(a) shows the microstructure of
the film which was deposited under the condition of the zero bias. The film has some roughness
on the surface. This surface microstructure of the film is similar to that of films deposited by
PECVD [76] and HWCVD [66]. Figure 18(b), the microstructure of film which was deposited
at a frequency of 0.2 Hz, shows the surface is covered by flake-like structures. At 0.5 Hz, the
surface became smoother than that of 0.2 Hz and a flake-like structure disappeared as shown
in Figure 18(c). The surface of film which was deposited at 5 Hz had a very porous structure
as shown in Figure 18(d).
Figure 18. FESEM image of silicon deposited during 2 hour on a quartz substrate at (a) zero bias, (b) AC bias voltage of
±100 V with frequencies 0.2 Hz, (c) AC bias voltage of ±100 V with frequencies 0.5 Hz, and (d) AC bias voltage of ±100
V with frequencies 5 Hz. Reprinted with permission from [75]. Copyright 2012 Elsevier.
The effect of the bias voltage was also examined. The bias was applied to the stainless substrate
holder at the biases of ±50 V, ±100 V, ±150 V, and ±200 V with a frequency of 1 Hz. Figure 19
shows the FESEM images of the surface morphology of silicon films deposited under the same
processing condition as that of Figure 18. Under the bias of ±50 V, the film microstructure
tended to have a flake-like structure as shown in Figure 19(a). When the bias was increased to
±100 V, the microstructure tended to have round nodules as shown in Figure 19(b). When the
bias was increased to ±150 V, the microstructure became porous as shown in Figure 19(c). On
applying ±200 V bias, the nanoparticles of ∼100 nm were aggregated as a chain-like structure
with their surface covered with numerous nano-rods as shown in Figure 19(d). The nanopar‐
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ticles of ∼50 nm were deposited on the surface, being smaller than those deposited at ±150 V.
The microstructure deposited at ±200 V was much more porous than that deposited at ±150 V.
These results imply that controlling the AC bias frequency or the magnitude of bias voltages
may produce various microstructures. Besides, the AC bias technique can provide a promising
method to produce highly porous microstructures, which are favorable for low dielectric
materials.
Various microstructures can be synthesized by changing the bias frequency and the magnitude
of bias voltages during deposition. By this technique, films of a layered structure with each
layer of different microstructures can be synthesized. For example, the first layer is made
dense, the second layer being porous, and the third layer being dense again. These results show
clearly that the bias, either AC or DC, can be a new processing parameter in the CVD process
where CNPs are generated.
4.6. Effect of size of CNPs on CVD process
The size of CNPs is also a critical factor in thin film growth by CVD. Therefore, informa‐
tion about the size distribution of CNPs is important in controlling the microstructure
evolution of films. The size of nanoparticles increases normally as the concentration of reactant
source gases increases. Figure 20 shows the measured mass distributions of negative CNPs
for four different methane concentrations during HWCVD [60]. During the mass distribu‐
tion measurements, diamonds were deposited in situ on a Mo substrate placed near the orifice
Figure 19. FESEM images of silicon films deposited on a quartz substrate at AC bias voltages of (a) ±50 V, (b) ±100 V,
(c) ±150 V, and (d) ±200 V with the frequency of 1 Hz applied to the substrate holder. Reprinted with permission from
[75]. Copyright 2012 Elsevier.
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with a substrate temperature of 750 °C. The diamond films deposited at 1% and 1.5% CH4,
where nanoparticles of 200–300 carbon atoms were dominant as shown in Figure 20, showed
good crystalline quality as shown in Figure 21(a). For methane concentrations of 3% and 5%,
where the nanoparticles in the gas phase contained more than 1000 carbon atoms and the
size distribution became much broader in Figure 20, ball-like diamonds were deposited as
shown in Figure 21(b). This structure is often called a cauliflower structure because it looks
similar to the vegetable cauliflower.
Figure 20. Measured mass distributions of negatively charged carbon clusters extracted from the hot filament reactor
using gas mixtures of 1% CH4-99% H2, 1.5% CH4-98.5% H2, 3% CH4-97% H2, and 5% CH4-95% H2. Reprinted with per‐
mission from [60]. Copyright 2001 Elsevier.
To explain such an effect of size of CNPs on the microstructure evolution, weakening of bond
strength by charge should be considered. In a soft charging condition such as thermal and hot
wire CVD, which is in contrast with the hard charging condition in plasma CVD, most
nanoparticles are expected to be singly charged. In this case, the charge effect on weakening
of the bond strength would be diminished as the size increases. In other words, the smaller
CNPs would be more liquid-like than the larger ones. Therefore, large CNPs generated under
the high methane concentration in Figure 20 would be less liquid-like so that CNPs frequently
fail to undergo epitaxial recrystallization, producing ball-like or cauliflower diamond struc‐
tures as shown in Figure 21(b). On the other hand, small CNPs generated under the low
methane concentration in Figure 20 would be more liquid-like so that CNPs mostly undergo
epitaxial recrystallization, producing high-quality diamonds with well-defined facets as
shown in Figure 21(a).
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To confirm the effect of nanoparticle size on the deposition behavior, Yoshida and his collea‐
gues [77–81] made extensive studies on the epitaxial growth of films with a building block of
nanoparticles by the method called thermal plasma flash evaporation. They could deposit
high-quality epitaxial YBa2Cu3O7−xfilms with a growth rate as high as 16 nm/s by this technique.
They also could estimate the size of the nanoparticles to be about 0.3–10 nm using a micro-
trench fabricated on a Si wafer [79]. They observed that small 1–2 nm nanoparticles made
epitaxial spiral growth, medium size 3 nm nanoparticles produced epitaxial 2-dimensional
particles, and large nanoparticles over 3 nm produced non-epitaxial island grains by scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) [80].
Figure 21. SEM images of diamond films deposited in situ during the measurement of the mass distribution of CNPs at
2100°C wire temperature and 800 Pa reactor pressure: (a) 1% CH4-99%nH2, (b) 3% CH4-97%H2. Reprinted with permis‐
sion from [60]. Copyright 2001 Elsevier.
Figure 22. Size distribution of positively (a) and negatively (b) charged silicon nanoparticles measured by PBMS at a
wire temperature of 1800°C with various process pressures during HWCVD. Reprinted with permission from [82].
Copyright 2014 Elsevier.
The reactor pressure also affects the size of CNPs. Yoo et al. [82] investigated the size distri‐
bution of CNPs generated in the gas phase during deposition of Si films by HWCVD through
particle beam mass spectrometry (PBMS).
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Figure 22 shows the size distribution of CNPs generated in the gas phase measured by PBMS
in the HWCVD process with a 4% SiH4−96% H2 gas mixture and a wire temperature of 1800°C
at 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 Torr. The peak of the number concentration occurs at 9–12 nm at which the
number concentrations of both positive and negative CNPs are 106–107 /cm3. These nanopar‐
ticles were observed by TEM after being captured from the gas phase on a TEM grid membrane.
As the pressure is increased from 0.3 to 2 Torr, not only the size and the number of captured
nanoparticles are decreased, but also the rate of deposition is increased. An increase in the
distance at which nanoparticles were captured from the hot wires under 1.5 Torr also reduced
the size and number of nanoparticles.
Figure 23. TEM images of initial silicon nanoparticles deposited for 20 sec after delay times of (a) 0 min and (b) 5 min
and (c) and (d) showing respectively the HR images of (a) and (b). Reprinted with permission from [83]. Copyright
2012 Elsevier.
Chung et al. [83] show that the size of silicon nanoparticles generated in the gas phase during
HWCVD tended to increase with increasing processing time and the size tended to be saturated
above 15 min. This means that the steady state in terms of the size of CNPs is not reached in
the reactor until 15 min. Therefore, in the initial stage of deposition before 15 min, small CNPs
would deposit whereas in the later stage after 15 min, large CNPs would deposit. Therefore,
if beginning of the deposition is delayed using the shutter above the substrate, the size of CNPs
to be deposited can be controlled. Based on this observation, Chung et al. [83] used the concept
of the delay time in deposition to control the microstructure. How the size of CNPs changes
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with the delay time can be examined by capturing CNPs on a TEM grid membrane with
different delay times.
For example, Figure 23(a) and (b) shows the silicon nanoparticles captured on a Cu TEM grid
membrane for 20 sec with delay times of 0 and 5 min, respectively. Figure 23(c) and (d) is the
magnified view showing the lattice image of Figure 23(a) and (b), respectively. The sizes of
crystalline silicon nanoparticles in Figure 23(a) and (b) are ∼10 and ∼28 nm, respectively. The
lattice image in Figure 23(c) shows a (220) plane, and that of Figure 23(d) consists of (220) and
(111) planes, indicating that the silicon particle is a bicrystal.
Figure 24. Resistivity of silicon films with the initial silicon layer deposited for 300 sec after delay times of 0, 3, 5, and
10 min. Reprinted with permission from [83]. Copyright 2012 Elsevier.
In order to study the effect of a different initial layer, the initial layer was deposited on the
glass substrate for 20 sec after delay times of 0, 3, 5, and 10 min using the shutter. Then, these
four samples were further deposited for 300 sec under the same processing conditions as that
of Figure 23, and the resistivity of the deposited silicon films was measured. Figure 24 shows
how the resistivity of the silicon films varies with delays times. The thickness of all the films
was ∼170 nm. The resistivity of a silicon film deposited without a delay time (or a delay time
of 0 min) is 0.32 Ω-cm. It should be noted that such low resistivity is due to HCl addition;
silicon films deposited without HCl by PECVD or HWCVD have resistivity typically in the
range of 5–50 Ω-cm [84, 85]. The resistivities of the silicon films prepared with delay times of
3, 5, and 10 min are 0.21, 0.13, and 0.16 Ω-cm, respectively. The resistivity tended to be saturated
after a delay time of 5 min. Silicon films with a delay time show consistently lower resistivity
than those without a delay time. The lowest resistivity of 0.13 Ω -cm of the film with a delay
time of 5 min is 2.4 times lower than that without a delay time.
This resistivity change with delay times can be understood considering the property of CNPs.
Without a delay time, the size of CNPs would be minimal and more liquid-like. These liquid-
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like CNPs, which would be accommodated to the substrate of an amorphous glass structure,
would change to an amorphous structure, resulting in high resistivity. In contrast, with a delay
time of 10 min, the size of CNPs would be maximal and less liquid-like. These CNPs would
retain their crystalline silicon structure instead of changing to an amorphous structure,
resulting in low resistivity.
4.7. Low-temperature deposition of crystalline silicon
There is a strong need for the low temperature synthesis of crystalline silicon films for
electronics such as displays and solar cells [86–89]. The most popular method to synthesize
microcrystalline films is to deposit amorphous phase silicon on a glass substrate than to
crystallize it by excimer laser, thermal annealing, or metal-induced crystallization [90–92].
Since these methods increase the production cost, it is necessary to deposit the crystalline
silicon film directly on a glass substrate.
From the view point of classical crystallization, silicon diffusivity below 600 °C is so low that
amorphous silicon is expected on a glass substrate below 600 °C. Direct deposition of crystal‐
line silicon at temperatures below 600 °C is not possible. Nonetheless, the direct deposition of
microcrystalline silicon films on a glass substrate below 400 °C has been reported using
HWCVD system [93–95] or PECVD system [96]. These results cannot be approached by the
concept of classical crystallization. However, this low temperature deposition of crystalline
silicon can be explained by non-classical crystallization. If crystalline silicon nanoparticles
were formed in the gas phase in a high-temperature region near the hot wire and then
incorporated into the films at low temperature, crystalline silicon could be deposited on a
substrate at temperature below 600 °C.
If this explanation is correct, crystalline silicon nanoparticles should exist in the gas phase,
which can be confirmed by capturing them on a TEM grid membrane. For this experimental
confirmation, Lee et al. [84] designed the HWCVD, which consists of three chambers by two
stage orifices. Each chamber was maintained in different pressures by two-stage differential
pumping. The first chamber is the HWCVD reactor with the working pressure maintained at
27 Pa under a flowing gas mixture of SiH4 and H2, and the working pressure of the third
chamber being maintained at 1.3 × 10−3 Pa during the process. The CNPs were generated in the
first chamber and extracted through the first and the second orifices into the third chamber.
These CNPs were captured on the TEM grid located in the third chamber at room temperature.
The wire temperature was 1560°C and the concentration of SiH4 in the gas mixture of SiH4-
H2 was varied as 20%, 15%, 10%, and 5%. The TEM image of the crystalline silicon CNPs
captured on the TEM grid membrane is shown in Figure 25 [84]. The CNPs which were
captured on the TEM grid membrane had the crystallinity and the lattice fringes of CNPs were
clearly revealed. The size of the crystalline nanoparticles decreased with decreasing SiH4
concentration with 7–8 nm for 20% SiH4 (Figure 25(a)), 6–7 nm for 15% SiH4 (Figure 25(b)), 5–
6 nm for 10% SiH4 (Figure 25(c)), and 4–5 nm for 5% SiH4 (Figure 25(d)).
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Figure 25. TEM images of silicon nanoparticles which were captured on the amorphous carbon membrane at room
temperature by HWCVD with (a) 20%, (b) 15%, (c) 10% and (d) 5% flow rate of SiH4 at a wire temperature of 1560°C.
Reprinted with permission from [84]. Copyright 2008 Elsevier.
Figure 26. Raman spectra of the silicon films deposited at various HCl flow rates. The dotted line is for a single crystal
silicon wafer as a reference. Reprinted with permission from [97]. Copyright 2009 Elsevier.
Classical crystallization cannot explain such formation of crystalline silicon nanoparticles at
room temperature because the atomic diffusion rate is negligible. Figure 25 strongly indicates
that CNPs were formed in the gas phase of the first chamber during HWCVD and landed on
the TEM grid in the third chamber.
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There is an appreciable amount of amorphous silicon in the TEM images. This amorphous
phase is expected to have been formed in the low-temperature region far from the hot wire.
Therefore, to minimize the amorphous phase, low-temperature precipitation or nucleation of
silicon should be inhibited. To inhibit the precipitation of silicon at low temperature, Chung
et al. [97, 98] suggested HCl addition to SiH4. Further, they confirmed that the crystallinity of
silicon increased with increasing HCl addition as revealed in the Raman spectra of Figure 26.
Since the Si-Cl-H system has retrograde solubility [99], if HCl is added to the Si-H system, the
solubility of silicon in the gas phase increases with decreasing temperature, which means the
equilibrium amount of silicon decreases with decreasing temperature.
This means that when gas-phase nucleation occurs, the driving force near the substrate
temperature becomes for etching as in the case of the C-H system for diamond CVD. Therefore,
HCl addition inhibits the precipitation of amorphous silicon at low temperature. Then, the
crystalline silicon nanoparticles, which are precipitated at high temperature, will exclusively
contribute to deposition without additional precipitation of amorphous silicon at low tem‐
perature, improving the crystallinity of the film.
Figure 27. TEM images of the n-type crystalline silicon film with HCl (a) a bright-field image, and (b) image of the
selective area diffraction pattern with (c) and (d) being high-resolution images on the regions indicated in (a). Reprint‐
ed with permission from [98]. Copyright 2011 Elsevier.
It is known that an amorphous silicon incubation layer, which is as thick as hundreds of
nanometers, is formed on the glass substrate before crystalline silicon starts to form when the
low temperature deposition of crystalline silicon is done by HWCVD or PECVD. The formation
of such an amorphous incubation layer is a serious problem for thin-film transistor (TFT)
applications because the thickness of the TFT should be typically less than ∼200 nm.
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Chung et al. [97, 98] could successfully minimize the formation of amorphous incubation layer
by adding HCl as shown in Figure 27.
Figure 27 shows the cross section HRTEM images of the crystalline silicon film deposited at
the flow rate ratios of [HCl]/[SiH4] = 7.5 and [PH3]/[SiH4]=0.028. The whole deposition area of
Figure 27(a) consists of crystalline silicon. More specifically, the high-resolution image at the
middle of the film in Figure 27(c) reveals that the grain boundary is free from any amorphous
phase between the two grains showing (111) and (220) planes. This aspect is highly in contrast
with the previous result, where HCl was not added, that the crystalline silicon nanoparticles
were embedded in the amorphous silicon phase. Figure 27 showed that the amorphous
incubation layer could be reduced markedly or almost removed by HCl addition. This is an
example showing how new understanding of thin film growth by non-classical crystallization
can be applied.
Figure 28. Growth rate and electron mobility from time-resolved microwave conductivity measurements of the total
pressure and the distance of inter-electrode. Reprinted with permission from [70]. Copyright 2008 Elsevier.
As to the possibility of incorporation of particles generated in the gas phase during PECVD,
Cabarrocas et al. [23, 24, 70, 96] suggested that the nanoparticles generated in the gas phase
can be incorporated into films. Cabarrocas et al. [70] reported that the incorporation of
crystalline nuclei generated in the gas phase increased the film deposition rate and electron
mobility of films. This result is shown in Figure 28, where the x-axis is the product of the total
pressure and inter-electrode distance. Both film growth rate and electron mobility are maxi‐
mum when the process pressure is ∼ 6 Torr.
They could deposit fully crystallized films, consisting of 68% small grain materials and 28%
monocrystalline silicon with a 4% fraction of voids at substrate temperature of 200 °C, RF
power at 20 W and gas flow rates at 1, 5, and 36 sccm respectively for SiF4, H2, and Ar.
Considering the substrate temperature of 200 °C, the deposition of microcrystalline films also
cannot be explained by classical crystallization. Therefore, the high crystallinity of films also
would be attributed to the self-assembly of CNPs formed in the gas phase.
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However, the temperature of the plasma is too low to form the crystalline silicon phase in the
gas phase. This question would be explained by the role of charges produced in the plasma
CVD, by which not only the kinetics of the precursor decomposition is enhanced, but also the
deposition of crystalline films is made possible at such low temperatures. All these enhanced
kinetics can be explained if the charge weakens the bond strength of molecules and nanopar‐
ticles.
5. Conclusion
Non-classical crystallization, where the growth units of deposition in CVD process are CNPs,
was revealed by the rigorous thermodynamic analysis of the paradoxical experimental
observation of simultaneous diamond deposition and graphite etching. This mechanism was
further supported by the puzzling phenomenon of diamond deposition on a silicon substrate
and porous skeletal graphitic soot deposition on an iron substrate. This new paradigm of
crystal growth was also experimentally confirmed in many CVD processes, which means that
non-classical crystallization is a general growth mechanism of thin films and nanostructures
in CVD processes. Lots of fundamental and application studies should be made in this new
paradigm of crystal growth.
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